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A new model is working its way into the benefit offerings of large employers, signaling a shift from traditional managed care plans.

by Jon B. Christianson, Stephen T. Parente, and Ruth Taylor

ABSTRACT: Defined-contribution health insurance products have received considerable recent attention, stimulated by double-digit increases in health plan premiums and employers’ desire to get their employees more involved in health care purchasing decisions. Existing products typically feature a consumer health spending account, a major medical or other insurance policy, and the use of the Internet to support consumer decision making. They vary in their use of provider networks, provider payment approaches, the specific design of spending accounts, marketing strategies, and infrastructure investment. The companies producing these products are now at a critical juncture. They could grow rapidly over the next few years, be acquired by existing health plans, or fail if they do not deliver on their promises.

Defined-contribution health insurance products (DCPs) that make use of Internet technologies to varying degrees have garnered an enormous amount of attention over the past two years. They have benefited from aggressive marketing by their developers and other proponents and from substantial premium increases by managed care organizations (MCOs). Press releases, health care newsletter descriptions, newspaper interviews, and even conferences have been devoted to them. Stock market analysts and consulting firms have produced reports for their clients that outline “threats and opportunities” believed to be inherent in
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these products. Policy analysts have expressed concern about whether these products will further segment the employer insurance market, expose employees to unanticipated financial consequences of their health care decisions, facilitate the shifting of a greater portion of health care costs from employers to employees, and require new state or federal regulation. Summarizing these concerns in dramatic fashion, Uwe Reinhardt speculated that Xerox’s “trial balloon” proposal to restructure its health benefits along a specific defined-contribution approach, if adopted broadly by employers, “could totally unravel American health care.”

Somewhat surprisingly, given the amount of attention DCPs have received, most of what we know about them relates to general product designs and intentions, along with the credentials of the individuals and venture capital firms involved in their gestation. These products remain in the developmental or very early adoption stages; the enthusiasm of employers and employees for them remains largely untested; and their eventual impact on the health insurance market, much less “American health care,” is highly uncertain.

In this paper we contrast several DCPs with respect to their characteristics and development processes, making use of information gathered from media accounts and product Web sites and from conference presentations by product developers, venture capitalists, and employers. However, we rely primarily on in-person and telephone interviews conducted from October 2000 through June 2001 with more than thirty persons nationwide, using structured interview protocols tailored to each person’s vantage point. We interviewed chief executives from DCPs, product innovators, marketing managers, and medical directors. We also interviewed representatives from venture capital firms that had invested in DCPs, employers who offered DCPs, and providers who had agreed to participate in DCP networks (where networks were part of DCP designs). This paper reflects the varying perspectives of these respondents.

What Is Under The Defined-Contribition Umbrella?

The term defined-contribution health insurance product is itself ambiguous, being only one of many terms used to describe similar but not entirely overlapping concepts. Part of the confusion arises from different historical uses of the “defined contribution” idea. Three decades ago Paul Ellwood and colleagues advocated a type of defined contribution in their proposed “health maintenance strategy,” while seven years later Alain Enthoven advocated defined contributions on the part of employers as a component of his “managed competition” model. Employers were encouraged to contribute the same amount toward any health insurance option chosen by an
employee, offer multiple options to stimulate competition, and play an active role in evaluating health plans and managing the competitive choice process. In contrast, the DCPs that are emerging in the current marketplace respond to employers’ desire to reduce their involvement in managing health benefits and shift more decision making to employees.

DCPs that are being closely followed by employers include Definity Health, Destiny Health, HealthMarket, Lumenos, MyHealthBank, and Vivius. These products differ from traditional managed care products in several ways: (1) A portion of the employer’s contribution toward employee health benefits is placed in an account from which the employee purchases services with tax-advantaged dollars. (2) A major medical or some other type of “wraparound” insurance policy is purchased with a portion of the employer’s contribution. (3) Employees could, in any given year, need to spend their own dollars to cover an “actuarial gap” between the cost of services purchased using dollars in the “health spending account” (the DCPs use different names for this account) and the services covered by the insurance policy. (4) The Internet is used to facilitate and support employees’ purchasing decisions.

Not surprisingly, given these common features, the DCPs tell similar stories concerning the problems of the present health care system and how their products would address them. They point out that in the current system consumers have little knowledge regarding the cost of medical services and minimal incentives to consider cost in purchasing decisions. MCOs have failed, in their opinion, because they insulate consumers from the cost of care and, to control costs, impose restrictions and limitations that are objectionable to both consumers and employers. They argue that placing more decision making in the hands of employees, with appropriate tools to support that decision making, would increase employees’ satisfaction with health care benefits, constrain medical care cost inflation (since consumers would be “spending their own money”), and ultimately reduce employers’ administrative costs.

In their early development, many DCPs highlighted the role of the Internet in their product designs. Dot-com enterprises of all types were proliferating, venture capital was being poured into dot-com development, and DCPs saw decided advantages to positioning themselves as part of the growing “new economy.” As a result of recent instability in the technology sector of the economy, the Internet dimension of a DCP may no longer be viewed as positively by investors or by employers. Thus, DCPs now tend to portray the Internet as simply a convenient platform for managing the product or providing consumers with a “value-added” product dimension.
What Distinguishes Among Defined- Contribution Products?

DCPs differ in the emphasis they place on various dimensions of product design and strategy (Exhibit 1). However, any attempt to capture those differences should, at best, be considered a snapshot of a moving target. Many of the DCPs already have changed their characteristics and strategic approaches in response to initial experiences in raising venture capital, establishing provider networks,

EXHIBIT 1
Comparisons Of Defined-Contribution Health Insurance Plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Venture capital source/amount</th>
<th>Personal health account?</th>
<th>Major medical?</th>
<th>Provider payment</th>
<th>Provider network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Health (2000 in U.S.; Chicago)</td>
<td>None; U.S. expansion of South African company</td>
<td>Yes; used for services not covered under insured benefit; carried over each year and follows customer when leaves plans</td>
<td>Yes; insurance also covers chronic illness medications and outpatient surgery</td>
<td>FFS</td>
<td>Private Health Care Systems (PHCS) provides discounted provider list; United Behavioral Health for mental health/substance abuse and Advance PCS for pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthMark (2000, Connecticut)</td>
<td>General Atlantic Partners; Whitney and Company; Chase Capital Partners, Acacia Venture Partners, Navis Partners; $57 million Round 1</td>
<td>Yes; provides first-dollar coverage for routine and preventive care; unused funds roll over</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>FFS; episode payments</td>
<td>Contracts with over 175,000 physicians and 3,000 hospitals nationwide; uses various existing networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHealthBank (1999, Portland)</td>
<td>FBR CoMotion Venture Capital, LLC; $3 million</td>
<td>Yes; dollars equal what remains after purchasing insurance product; unused funds roll over</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>FFS</td>
<td>Regence BCBS network in Oregon; Regence BS network in Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivius (2000, Minneapolis)</td>
<td>Acacia Venture Partners, Delphi Ventures, Rahn Group, Salix Ventures, Affinity Capital Management, Sapiens Capital; $12 million Round 1</td>
<td>Yes; surplus can be used toward copayments, other services; unused balance may roll over depending on tax-exemption rules to health care contributions</td>
<td>No; wraparound policy for services unavailable from network or for out-of-town services</td>
<td>Per member per month; FFS</td>
<td>Provider contracts developed by Vivius or insurer partners; consumer constructs personal network from list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definity Health (1998, Minneapolis)</td>
<td>Merrill Lynch Venture, Baen Capital, Aon, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts, Alta Partners, Paulos, Toronto Dominion Investments, Brightstone Capital; $23 million Round 1, and $25 million Round 2</td>
<td>Yes; unused balance rolls over for future health expenses of employees depending on tax-exemption rules for health care contributions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>FFS</td>
<td>Preferred One/Beech Street; Merck Medco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumenos (1999, Alexandria, VA)</td>
<td>KBL Healthcare Ventures, Internet HealthCare Group, Johnson and Johnson Development Co., Draper Fisher Jurvetson, Liberty Partners, Novartis, Allianz; $4.4 million Round 1; $43 million Round 2</td>
<td>Yes; employer contributes annually to Health Savings Account (HSA); unused balance rolls over</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>FFS</td>
<td>No; contract with PHCS to provide members with list of providers offering discounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and marketing to employers. As they receive feedback from early-adopting employers and their employees, further changes are likely.

### Provider networks.
The most common provider network strategy (pursued by Destiny Health, Definity Health, Lumenos, and HealthMarket) has been to sign contracts with a variety of companies that offer “ready-made” networks. Destiny Health and Lumenos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>EXHIBIT 1</strong></th>
<th><strong>Comparisons Of Defined-Contribution Health Insurance Plans (cont.)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet use</strong></td>
<td><strong>Target market</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Destiny Health</strong></td>
<td>Member can track personal account status and access PHCS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HealthMarket</strong></td>
<td>Personal “home page”; customer service; health care information; provider comparisons; Internet use not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MyHealthBank</strong></td>
<td>Used by employees for plan selection, enrollment, and plan management including allocating defined contribution for premium or rollover reimbursement account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vivius</strong></td>
<td>Use by consumers to construct network, track expenditures; chat rooms, bulletin boards, provider sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definity Health</strong></td>
<td>Personal health advocate service—view account, get provider information, medical library, nurse contact, chat rooms, prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lumenos</strong></td>
<td>Health news, provider information, health evaluation and references, chat rooms, buying club, health-e programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Authors’ compilation.

**NOTES:** BCBS is Blue Cross Blue Shield. MSA is medical savings account.
both have contracts with Private Health Care Systems (PHCS), which offers a list of providers with specified discounts. Because Destiny Health offers a fully insured product, network contracts are critical. Although Lumenos contracts with PHCS, it does not refer to this as a network arrangement, believing that “network” has a negative connotation relating to its use by MCOs. Instead, it portrays PHCS as providing consumers with information that they can use in shopping for services.

MyHealthBank’s approach to provider networks is shaped by its strategy of “partnering” with insurers to facilitate market entry. Its partners offer provider contracts, underwriting, sales, member services, and claims processing. MyHealthBank contributes customer support and software applications for managing the health spending account.

Provider contracting under Vivius was initially driven in part by its unique approach to provider payment (since modified, as described below), which required that Vivius negotiate individual contracts with providers in each community it entered. At first, Vivius intended to roll out its product in Kansas City and the Twin Cities. It recently put its efforts in the Twin Cities on hold, in part because it was not able to negotiate satisfactory contracts with hospitals in that community.

**Provider payment.** Four of the six DCPs planned, from the beginning, that providers would be paid on a fee-for-service (FFS) basis; Vivius and HealthMarket initially proposed different approaches. Vivius developed twenty-two categories of providers (physicians and hospitals) to be paid a fixed amount per member per month. Under this approach, providers agreed to deliver all necessary services covered in their contracts to Vivius members who selected them to be part of personalized provider networks. Consumers essentially built their own care networks, choosing from among providers holding contracts with Vivius. Providers set their own payment rates, which varied by the consumer’s age and sex, and could change these rates as frequently as desired. Because providers set their own rates, could change rates in response to experience, and were not at risk for costs in any other service category, Vivius argued that they were not exposed to substantial risk. Administrative costs were minimized because claims processing and adjudication were not required. However, Vivius found that many providers wished to avoid any payment risk, so it now offers FFS payment to providers as its primary option. Providers set their own fee schedules, which are then converted, using actuarial techniques, to a per member per month price seen by consumers. Enrollees select providers based on this price, but providers are paid FFS.
HealthMarket initially developed a payment approach in which it established dollar allowances for episodes of care for established illnesses or conditions. Consumers with those conditions would receive this allocation of dollars to use in “shopping” for providers. The providers would be paid FFS, but it was hoped that in the future they would compete by offering “package prices” based on the episode definitions developed by HealthMarket. This product option remains available, but another product design also has been developed that does not include episode allowances. It offers a spending account in combination with major medical insurance provided by carriers under contract to HealthMarket.

- Spending accounts. All DCPs offer some type of consumer-directed spending account, but the structure of these accounts varies. Vivius again presents a unique approach, under which employers establish health care spending accounts for each employee. The employee then selects providers for each of the twenty-two categories of services that are projected to cover 90 percent of total spending (consumers purchase a “wraparound” insurance policy for the remaining 10 percent) and selects copayment levels. The impact of these choices is tracked for consumers on the Vivius Web site. Once the selections have been made, Vivius transfers dollars to the selected providers each month.

The spending accounts offered by the other DCPs vary by services covered and consumers’ “ownership” of account balances at the end of the benefit year. For instance, Definity Health establishes a “personal care account” for each member, funded by the employer. Consumers can spend dollars from this account for standard medical services and, depending upon employers’ customization of the Definity Health product, a wide range of other services, including acupuncture, hearing aids, laser eye surgery, and dental and vision care. However, only spending on more conventional medical services “counts toward” the deductible in the member’s major medical policy. Any dollars remaining at the end of the year can be carried forward in the account for the following year. Under Definity Health’s contract with Medtronic, a large employer in the Twin Cities, the balance of the account is forfeited if the employee leaves the company (the fund is considered a “retention tool” in this respect) or switches to another insurance option within the company.

In another example, Destiny Health covers all hospital expenses, outpatient surgery, and medications for chronic illness with no deductible, at a coinsurance rate chosen by the employer. These are considered nondiscretionary expenses and therefore inappropriate to be paid for using a personal spending account. A “personal medical fund” is established to be used for all other expenses, with mem-
bers selecting its annual level. The dollars in this fund grow with interest and can be carried over into the next contract year. Importantly, members who leave the plan for any reason are paid the fund balance. Destiny Health considers “ownership” of the fund to be critical in providing incentives for employees to be cost-conscious.

**Marketing.** In their early stages of development, DCPs focused their efforts on creating understanding and legitimacy for their concept and its supposed advantages over traditional managed care. Recently, the DCPs formed an association (Consumer Driven Health Care Association) for the purpose of educating employers, policymakers, and the general public about DCP concepts. The association’s first conference, held in Chicago in June 2001, was attended by the DCP firms as well as employer representatives and marketing personnel for several large MCOs that do not now offer a DCP.

The expectation is that in the beginning DCPs will be offered alongside traditional plans, except in the case of small employers. Definity Health and Lumenos are targeting large employers nationwide. As noted, Definity Health has been offered to Medtronic, a large medical device manufacturer, while Lumenos will soon be offered to Novartis employees. Novartis, a pharmaceutical manufacturer, also contributed venture capital funding to Lumenos. The advantage of targeting large employers is that the health benefit decisions of these companies are highly visible. If a large employer offers a DCP, the DCP can use this early-adopting employer to its advantage in marketing to other employers. In effect, its acceptance by a large, visible employer reduces the perceived “riskiness” to other benefit managers of adding a DCP option to their health benefit plans.

Another key advantage of targeting large, self-insured employers (that are exempt from provisions of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, or ERISA) is possibly avoiding the need to underwrite a health insurance product. Also, DCPs serving this market segment do not need to devote resources to complying with state health insurance regulations; this provides them with a possible “first-mover” advantage in the DCP market.

Vivius plans a product roll-out targeted at large employers. However, it is largely pursuing a “wholesale,” rather than a “retail,” approach; for instance, it will be offered in Dallas as a franchised product of Texas Health Choice, an established MCO.

HealthMarket is pursuing a national roll-out strategy targeted at employers of all sizes. It offers fully insured products in five states and will soon expand to eight more states. It expects this product to be most attractive to small and midsize employers. It also markets its product design to large self-insured employers. A large purchaser
Both Destiny Health and MyHealthBank target small to midsize employers and have initiated regional marketing efforts, with plans for rapid expansion nationally. They believe that the question of how to offer affordable health benefits to employees is most acute for employers of this size and therefore that these employers will be more receptive to new alternatives. Destiny Health, a U.S. subsidiary of a South African insurer, chose Chicago as its U.S. entry market because of the large number of small and midsize employers there, but it hopes to expand to other communities in the next two years. MyHealthBank originated in Oregon. When it decided to pursue “insurer partnerships,” it looked locally, linking with Regence Blue Cross Blue Shield. Its subsequent expansion into Washington State capitalized on its name recognition in the Northwest, but MyHealthBank also intends to expand nationwide as new insurer partners are identified.

**Infrastructure investment.** Some DCPs have invested substantial amounts in information technology to support model development. HealthMarket used venture capital funds to develop its episode allowance approach and also created a relatively sophisticated Web site for customer support. On this site, customers can access their account balances, compare the cost and quality of providers, and get their “what-if” questions answered. (For example, what would be the impact on my account if I sought a particular service from a particular provider?) HealthMarket contracts with Internet vendors for provider comparison data and general health care information.

Infrastructure development also has been an important part of implementing the Vivius model. Vivius developed its own software to allow customers to access their accounts and to track the impact of their choices on their available funds. Vivius offers information about each contracting provider (submitted by providers), and consumers can enter comments related to their experiences with specific providers in Internet bulletin boards.

The other DCPs have invested somewhat less in developing an internal information infrastructure. However, Lumenos, Definity Health, and MyHealthBank offer customers access to a wide variety of online health care information sources. These sources list providers and their discounts, offer comparative data on provider characteristics and performance, and contain information on health problems. In contrast, Destiny Health has taken the position that consumers already have access to an ample amount of health care information on the Internet. It does not contract with any “health
content” Internet providers, to avoid the appearance of endorsing specific information sources. It is the only DCP that processes and pays all claims and does insurance underwriting in house, reflecting the status of its parent corporation as a “full-line” health insurer.

**What Is The Current Status Of DCPs?**

DCPs portray themselves as innovations that will fundamentally change the way in which consumers relate to the health care system. By and large, they are being developed by entrepreneurs with venture capital financing. The literature on entrepreneurship and the diffusion of innovations suggests that new start-up firms progress through predictable stages as they try to move from “idea” to “market” and that consumers of these products also move through stages of acceptance. As one attempts to understand the developmental trajectory for DCPs (as is typically the case with most biomedical and medical device start-ups as well), the decisions of venture capital investors also must be considered.

Most DCPs are now making the transition from general marketing of the DCP concept to extensive direct marketing to employers. Before this could be done, the various “pieces” that make up a DCP had to be in place. DCPs with the least complicated designs (some interview respondents labeled these designs “evolutionary” rather than “revolutionary”) therefore have moved more quickly to market. Vivius and HealthMarket have taken longer, even though they were among the first to receive venture capital funds. Their initial models required a more intensive investment of time and funds in information technology infrastructure. Also, in the case of Vivius, the need to construct networks of contracting providers community by community slowed its early development relative to that of other DCPs. Under its current “wholesale” approach, it uses provider contracts established by existing health plans and no longer needs to contract with providers per member per month. This has the potential to accelerate its market entry process in the future.

- **Employer acceptance.** DCPs have been successful in creating concept awareness on the part of employers and, according to a Price Waterhouse survey, more than 50 percent of employers plan to shift to some kind of DCP over the next ten years. Other surveys by benefit consultants have been less sanguine regarding likely employer acceptance. Also, as of the end of 2000 very few employers actually offered DCPs to their employees. This began to change in the first six months of 2001, as DCPs announced contracts with several major employers for the upcoming benefit period.

    As might be expected, these early-adopting employers are proceeding cautiously. In January 2001 Medtronic offered Definity
Health as a benefit option to 9,000 of its 26,000 employees. When Novartis initially decided to offer Lumenos as an option, it restricted the offering to a subgroup of retirees and reportedly is considering whether to offer Lumenos to all employees. The literature on innovation diffusion suggests that other employers could quickly follow the lead of the early adopters, depending on their experiences. Benefit consultants believe that the recent downturn in the business climate, accompanied by a loosening of the labor market and continued high rates of managed care premium increases, could accelerate adoption. However, the fact that employers make health benefit decisions once each year will constrain the rate of diffusion of DCPs into employers’ health benefit offerings.

In the few firms where they have been offered alongside other insurance options, DCPs appear to attract 10–20 percent of potential enrollees. However, in one case where Definity was offered along with a preferred provider organization (PPO), it enrolled approximately 80 percent of an 800-person group. It should be noted that early-adopting firms are likely to be especially supportive of the DCP concept and to believe that their employees will be attracted to it. Initial penetration rates might be lower in firms that make later decisions to offer DCPs. Also, there is no evidence in the United States concerning employee satisfaction with DCPs, the year-to-year retention of enrollees in DCPs, or DCPs’ ability to affect long-term trends in health benefit costs. In this respect, DCPs provide actuarial projections suggesting cost reductions of varying amounts resulting from employees’ “spending their own money” and providers’ competing aggressively for the business of newly empowered, price-sensitive employees. However, some analysts have noted that considerable consolidation has occurred among providers in local markets and that providers have been increasingly successful in negotiating more favorable rates with health plans. Thus, even if DCPs make consumers cost-conscious purchasers of health care, newly empowered consumers may be limited in their ability to stimulate price competition among newly consolidated providers.

**Venture capitalist support.** In addition to providing an attractive product to employers, the development of DCPs to date has been dependent on offering a product that attracts venture capital. With the exception of Destiny Health, funded by its South African parent, all of the DCPs solicited venture capital funds to cover the...
costs of developing their concepts and bringing them to market. Some DCPs are now soliciting a second round of venture capital funding to cover the costs of a rapid scaling-up of marketing efforts. Definity Health recently announced the receipt of an additional $25 million in funding, an impressive show of support given the tightening of venture capital availability over the past eighteen months.

Typically, major venture capitalists participate on the boards of the DCPs, representing their ownership interests. The venture capitalists we interviewed agreed that a normal term of investment is three to five years, although a somewhat longer time period would be reasonable. This means that the manager of a venture capital fund would hope to liquidate the fund’s investment in a DCP by the end of that period, through a public stock offering, the sale of the fund’s investment to another private investor, or the acquisition of the DCP by another company. This time frame puts pressure on DCPs to redesign their products quickly if they are not initially successful and to consider a variety of ways to generate revenues quickly. For example, it encourages partnerships that promise to accelerate product development and acceptance.

Competitors’ responses. As already noted, some DCPs view large health insurers and MCOs as potential partners or customers rather than competitors. Under a partnership arrangement, the MCO would offer the DCP under its own “label.” The DCP would operate in a manner parallel to Intel in the computer industry, providing product design and infrastructure for multiple insurers. For example, the Vivius chief executive has stated his company’s intent to establish relationships with a few major carriers in every market it enters. Thus, some DCPs may not actively market their products directly to employers and therefore may not grow into stand-alone insurers in the future, if other alternatives seem more likely to provide the revenue growth and returns expected by venture capital investors. The advantage to health plans of partnering with a DCP, according to Forrester Research, is that it allows them to market a DCP one year earlier than would otherwise be the case.

Some health plans have responded to DCP development by designing their own plan options that mimic components of DCPs. For instance, HealthPartners in the Twin Cities, where both Definity Health and Vivius are headquartered, is marketing its own “defined-contribution” options. Also, in a press release issued in February 2001, Blue Cross of California announced FlexScape, targeted at small employers, which it describes as “an array of health coverage programs that include an innovative ‘defined contribution’ financing approach.” In September 2001 Aetna announced the national roll-out of a DCP-like product called Health Fund. Other health
plans are said to be monitoring the development of DCPs with the option of purchasing a DCP that has garnered market acceptance. DCPs may find competition arising from sources other than existing health plans. For example, large self-insured employers could create a “virtual” DCP through complementary contracts. The employer could establish a flexible spending account for employees, at the same time contracting with a firm that offers discounted arrangements with health care providers and with a provider of major medical insurance. In so doing, it would have assembled the core elements of a DCP, especially if it provided links for employees to major Internet health content providers. It seems likely that most employers would find this approach to be more complicated and costly than contracting with DCPs, but the fact that it is a feasible option imposes competitive restraints on DCPs.

**What Does The Future Hold?**

Many of our interview respondents suggested that DCPs are now at a critical juncture. The DCPs generally agree with this assessment and believe that they need to diffuse rapidly over the next three to five years, or they will be preempted by look-alike products offered by existing health plans. They have several factors in their favor.

In his seminal work on the diffusion of innovations, Everett Rogers identifies conditions that support relatively rapid diffusion. Many of these conditions arguably apply to DCPs. For example, “compatibility” with existing values or needs typically results in faster diffusion of an innovation. DCPs are now perceived by many employers as being compatible with the need to give employees a greater role in health benefit decisions and the purchase of health care. Research also indicates that innovations are more likely to spread quickly if they can be introduced on a trial basis. This clearly is the case for DCPs, since employers can offer them initially to subgroups of employees alongside existing benefit options. “Observability” is also important in that if early-adopter results are easily observable, others will adopt more rapidly. In the case of DCPs, employer networks, associations, and conferences provide mechanisms for the sharing of employer experiences. The Midwest Business Group on Health already has held a conference focusing on DCPs, and Medtronic has shared its early experience with Definity Health at several such venues.

“The prospects for DCPs look better than for many of the dot-com firms they ‘grew up with.’”
Arrayed against these factors that support relatively rapid diffusion of DCPs are some daunting challenges, one of which is the perceived complexity of the DCP models. Rogers concludes that innovations diffuse less rapidly if they are perceived to be difficult to understand and use. Some employers have expressed concerns that DCPs will be confusing to their employees and that employees consequently will make poor decisions in using funds from their personal health accounts. If they do, employers fear that this could lead employees to be dissatisfied with their health benefits. Addressing the complexity issue through education of employers and employees will be an ongoing challenge for DCPs.

A second major challenge awaits those DCPs that do experience initial rapid growth. Even considering their venture capital support, by almost any conventional measure DCPs are now small companies. Research on organizations suggests that the relationship between size and failure can be complicated, with some types of firms at high risk of failure as they grow from small to midsize organizations. There are several possible reasons for this, including the need to restructure management (the “hand-off” from the founding DCP entrepreneur to the operational manager) and the potential for being “trapped in the middle” between more nimble start-up firms and better-financed, entrenched health insurance competitors.

That being said, the prospects for DCPs look better than for many of the dot-com firms they “grew up with” in the past three years. Several DCPs have moved to the operational stage and have held employers’ interest. In addition, the recent slowdown in the U.S. economy and accompanying softening of labor markets may make benefit managers more willing to experiment with new approaches. Combined with rising health insurance premiums, this may accelerate the use of DCPs in the near term. However, the long-term prospects for employers’ interest in DCPs, whether offered by start-up firms or established insurers, will depend on their ability to induce consumers to play an active role in containing health care costs, an objective that, while laudable, has yet to be achieved.

This research was supported by a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Changes in Health Care Financing and Organization (HCFO) Initiative, which is administered by the Academy for Health Services Research and Health Policy. The authors are indebted to all of their interview respondents and to Suzanne Toledo for her help.
NOTES


5. The references in Note 2 use terms such as “digital health plans,” “risk defined contribution plans” and “self-directed health coverage” in discussing DCPs.


9. As one example, Destiny Health completes its list of providers with contracts with Advance PCS (a pharmacy benefit manager), American Specialty Healthcare Networks (alternative medicine), United Behavioral Healthcare, and Eye Plan of America.


13. For instance, Lumenos offers consumers “My e-checkup,” a program to evaluate an individual’s overall health and identify serious health risks. It partners with WellMed to offer “My Family Health File,” where family health histories
can be stored securely online, and with IntegrativMedicine to offer “Health References,” a source of information on health topics. “Health News” (a partnership with Reuters) provides new health-related stories daily, while “Health Calculators” (a partnership with WellMed) contains user-friendly self-assessment tools. “DocPlus” locates doctors and other health care systems, providing information about fees and feedback from other Lumenos members about their services, while “My Health Discounts” (a partnership with MedAdvantage) contains a list of discounted fees by provider. Lumenos also partners with DoctorQuality for a listing of doctors and hospitals that can be sorted by various service and quality criteria. “Talk” is an online forum maintained by Lumenos for members to share concerns.


17. In the first Consumer Driven Health Care Association conference, a panel of DCP innovators discussed whether it was any longer a “good idea” to widely publicize the decisions of major employers to offer DCPs. The publicity advantages of the announcements, and that publicity’s effect on the willingness of other employers to offer DCPs, were weighed against the disadvantages of waking up the “sleeping giant” health insurance industry.

18. See Rogers, *Diffusion of Innovations*.


25. Rogers, *Diffusion of Innovations*.
